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My time volunteering with
Humankind has provided me with a

real sense of purpose and it has
helped me to build the skills and
confidence to be able to gain 

full-time employment with the
organisation



32,539

 
178
91 72

regular volunteers volunteered
with us in 2022-23

they contributed 

hours 

people started volunteering
with us

people moved on from volunteering
with us



EXTRA VOLUNTEERING ACTIVITY
"Everyone's warmth and time

given was lovely. Billie was
incredible and so

accommodating. The women
involved were kind and

appreciative so made it easy to
run the class. Everyone helped
with the set up and clean up so

ran smoothly."

"When I moved to Frankland,
I asked about the DART

mentor role, I thought this is
my chance to help, step

forward and do something to
help others which is one of
the best decisions I have

made."

instances of one off volunteering84
2instances of employer supported volunteering

average number of Reconnected to Health mentors per month12
177 hours given

by one off
volunteers

18 hours given
by ESV

3,406 hours
given by RTH

mentors



North East
53

London & South
49

South & West Yorkshire, The Midlands
31

Bradford, Leeds & North Yorkshire
23

North West
17

Corporate Services
5
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Regular Volunteers



North East
36

London & South
20

South & West Yorkshire, The Midlands
18

Bradford, Leeds & North Yorkshire
13

North West
1
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Starters
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North East
22

London & South
21

South & West Yorkshire, The Midlands
11

Bradford, Leeds & North Yorkshire
9

North West
6

Corporate Services
3

Leavers



88%
of leavers recommend volunteering

with Humankind 42.5%

42%

vs
of people in 2022-23

came to volunteer with
us as a stepping stone

towards paid work

of people in 2022-23
left as they gained

employment, 67% of
those with us

75%
of leavers in recovery said they felt

supported by Humankind

88%
of leavers rate their experience as

positive or neutral Leavers

Reasons for leaving:
Moved into employment with Humankind - 20

Moved into employment elsewhere - 10
Moved into education / training - 5

No Longer had time - 10
Disengaged - 13

Other - 12
Dismissed - 2



Workshops

 
Workshop content

rating

 
Workshop facilitator

rating 

 
Would recommend

our workshops 

The team are brilliant at delivering and
engaging with everyone in the training to

keep everything light but very educational.
They were very helpful with any questions and

had the perfect balance of information and
polls and discussions to keep us all on our toes.

Great training and great trainers!

4.75 out 
of 5

4.8 out
of 5 99.2%



Supervisors 

96%
of supervisors would recommend

having a volunteer to their colleagues 

For me, there was personal growth
and job satisfaction. For the Team,

the volunteer in question volunteered
for the RAD at Durham Centre for

Change & feedback has been nothing
but brilliant. For the service,

volunteers are a vital part of our
service and the volunteer in question

has been an asset to Humankind.


